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We want to give you the freedom to enjoy your yoga
practice in a design that gives you total freedom of
movement and nothing to worry about. You will not be
disturbed by tight and uncomfortable rubber bands that
move around on your stomach while you are curled up
in an exercise, or that your stomach is showing when in
the downward facing dog pose.
Our yoga collection is a selection of few well designed
and tested Items that you can mix and vary in a lot of
combinations to achieve the set that suits you, your
body and your desires. All sets can be customized to
fit the seasons. We have added a few, but well-chosen
fleece styles to make the perfect feel good yoga suit for
you. The colors vary from bright sand to unika print,
and pure black.
Our passion and commitment for a sustainable lifestyle,
will secure you the best feeling when wearing our YOGA
designs. All are made in Oeko-Tex® certified fabrics and
all production take place in Europe. Read more about
WHO, WHAT & HOW on our website.
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For many people YOGA is not something you just do
sometimes, it is an integrated part of your lifestyle.
Some are practicing daily others weekly. For some the
perfect enjoyment is a retreat once a year. Everything
is good. Yoga is about having a good time with yourself.
Relax. Balance. Accept. Fell yourself. And others.
There is nothing wrong and right about this in our
yoga universe.

YOGA
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